
 

 

Reference Number: PAC/21/006 

28 December 2021 

By email: tincheungshea@td.gov.hk 

Mr. T C Shea, CE/Strategic Studies,  

Transport Department 

Dear Mr. Shea 

 

Re: Traffic and Transport Strategy Study (TTSS) 

 
 
On behalf of the Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design, we would like to submit the attached file for 

your consideration our recommendations on the Traffic and Transport Strategy Study.  

 

We are also pleased to meet relevant officers to further explain the contents therein if necessary.  

 

Should further information be required, please kindly contact me or Ms. Cherry Lau, our Senior 

Administrative Officer at 2235 9057. Yours sincerely, 

 

____________ 

(Anthony CHEUNG )      

Chairman, Public Affairs Committee, HKIUD 
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Traffic and Transport Strategy Study (TTSS)  

TC Shea, CE/SS TD 

YK Chiao, SE/SS2 TD 

-          Last full scale study was done in 1997 

o   Better integration of transport and land use planning 

o   Better use of railways 

o   Better public transport services and faciliites 

o   Better use of new tech 

o   Better environment 

-          Previous 5Bs still apply 

-          2030+ 

-          NDAs(Kwu Tung, NTN + HSK) + Lantau Tomorrow 

-          EV Roadmap 

-          Pandemic 

-          GBA connection 

-          Technological advancement (AVs and V2X); smart motorways; congestion charging; mobility by 
demand 

-          Aspiration for cleaner environment 

-          EFTS, AVs + electric mobility devises 

-          New Generation Transport Interchange Hub TIH 

-          TTSS up to 2050 

  

 

 

 



 

 

TD were mentioning about 2050 - Paradigm shift - Liveability and Sustainability and alignment with 
2030+.  My responses can be summarised as follows:- 

-      The government shall bear in mind that cars and whatever transportation means shall play secondary 
roles to urban city lives. An ideal city should be without cars or other transportation vehicles. 

-      The government shall aim to reduce impacts of transportation infrastructure and vehicles onto city 
and urban life as far as possible.  

-      Reprovision of the roads being occupied by cars to human and nature and pedestrianisation of the 
inner city cores shall be an objective of this study (e.g. Amsterdam and Hamburg). Improvement of 
walkability of city could encourage people to use public transportation instead of private cars, and 
hence reduce traffic load. Traffic strategy with priority given to car driving would often sacrifice good 
walkability. 

-      They shall also look into 3-D transportation modes not just the land mode but also underground, via 
robots and/or drone, especially for goods deliveries in order to free up more lands consumed by 
vehicles to other uses 

-      They shall also explore a carless city approach for Lantau Tomorrow and all the upcoming NDAs (p.s. 
railways, cars and trucks shall go underground). 

-     Traffic congestion due to illegal parking or loading/unloading in prohibited areas is often observed. 
Law enforcement by the Police is necessary to maximize the traffic capacity of roads. 

-     Priority should be given to railway instead of road network in cross-boundary traffic strategy, as traffic 
congestions in Shenzhen is even more serious than HK, and might not be able to absorb more cross-
border vehicular traffic load. 

-     Possibilities for beneficial use of under-utilized PTI scattered in the city should be explored.  

-     Rationalization of bus routes to eliminate overlapping or duplication in bus routes in urban areas 
would improve traffic congestion conditions. 

The single most effective way to improve liveability, traffic, increasing pathway width for pedestrians, 
improving bus travel time, etc. in HK at scale is to look at the consolidation of deliveries which require 
a comprehensive study involving urban design and planning and transport planning: we need to 
think/operate at scale and stop tinkering at the margin. An office building with 7,000 to 12,000 people 
generates 1,350 delivery trips per day, that could be reduced to 50, if consolidation centres would be 
operated, that is a whopping 96% reduction on the number of trips. How many such office clusters 
exist in the urban areas? Many, so this is at scale, that would be an amazing traffic reduction in HK. 
Yet if this was to happen, the freed capacity will be taken up by other traffic…. 

car… as more capacity is available, more traffic  consequently fills these roads. 

unless you implement capacity reduction,  bus dedicated lanes, wider pedestrian pavement etc… if 
this is what is wanted then we know how it could happen at scale. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic


 

 

Copenhagen’s successful transformation into a cycle city was based on a positive communication 
strategy that never even mentioned motorized vehicles or environmental challenges such as climate 
change (Gössling 2013). Instead, it focused on bicycle benefits, such as greater average speeds and 
better health. It framed ‘the Copenhagener’, an aspirational identity, as someone who is riding a bike. 
Very significant investments in bicycle infrastructure (€40 per person per year) were justified on the 
basis of cost-benefit analyses showing that each km driven represents a cost, while each km cycled is 
a benefit to society. Copenhagen illustrates the importance of positive communication strategies 
focused on benefits, with the more general goal of transport culture identity change…  
 
For HK it has to be something else, we got 90 public transport but buse is treating people as second 
rate citizens. This is a subtropical (hot humid) super high density city (urban core) with typhoons and 
black rain - how can the Hong Konger aspirational identity be framed/imagined? That demand a bit 
more imagination than coming up with slapstick borrowed solutions - how come HK seems to have 
lost its humour, ingenuity?  
 
Copenhagen illustrates the importance of positive communication strategies focused on benefits, with 
the more general goal of transport culture identity change. Attempts to rationally explain car 
restrictions will rarely be successful. The first rule of any communication strategy is thus to never 
argue against the car, directly or indirectly.  
 
Evidence suggests that city planners often ignore the importance of communication, even though this 
is possibly the most central element of transport system change... 

 

ENDS 
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